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Abstract. The paper examines software risk management
in a novel way in which managers address risks through
sequential attention shaping and intervention. These
risks represent incongruent states within and between the
four components of Leavitt's model: task, structure,
technology, and actors. Such a state can in the extreme
case lead to a failure of developing or implementing the
software, and thus to a major loss.

Based on this model, we analyze four classical risk
management approaches: McFarlan's portfolio approach,
Davis' contingency approach to requirements determina-
tion, Boehm's approach to software risk management, and
Alter & Ginzberg's implementation approach. The analy-
sis shows how these approaches embody significant be-
havioral and ideological differences in the role and possi-
ble actions of risk managers during software development.
This suggests that managers should combine approaches
to contingently install comprehensive risk management
practices under different environmental conditions.

Keywords: software development, risk management, or-
ganization theory, content analysis

1. Introduction
The information systems field has been plagued by system failures
(Lyytinen et al. 1987). To combat these, several approaches for man-
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aging software development 1 risks have been developed during the
last two decades. In general, they help identify, analyze, and tackle
software risks (Charette 1989; Boehm et al. 1989; Boehm 1991;
Fairley 1994), implementation risks (Lucas 1981; Alter et al. 1978;
Keen et al. 1978; Lyytinen 1987; Kwon et al. 1987), project portfolio
risks (McFarlan 1982; Earl 1987), or requirements risks (Davis 1982;
Burns et al. 1985) by formalizing risk oriented correlates of success
and deriving from them a set of managerial principles (Boehm
1991). The approaches serve as a means to identify and manage in-
cidents which form threats to successful software operation, or
cause software rework, implementation difficulty, delay, or uncer-
tainty.

It is surprising to notice how diverse these approaches are.
They often address similar situations with different tactics and dif-
ferent situations with similar tactics. This raises questions like: how
do these approaches relate to one another? why do they differ so
much? which concepts underlie these approaches? do the approaches
embody any theoretically reasoned theory of risk and risk oriented
behavior? Overall, the area seems to lack theories which help relate
risk management approaches and explain to what extent, how, and
why they vary. The lack of such notions is due to weaknesses in cur-
rent ways to investigate software risks. Most students of software
risk management have not been attentive to a growing body of or-
ganizational theories of risky behavior, uncertainty absorption, and
organizational change (March 1988; Galbraith 1977; Perrow 1984;
Roberts 1993). Yet, by drawing upon such theories we can nurture
systematic accounts of how managers attack software risks. More-
over, a majority of works in software risk management have been
normative and provide relatively weak theoretical analysis of the
nature of risk management (Boehm 1989, 1991; Charette 1989;
McFarlan 1982).

The goal of this paper is to overcome some of these weaknesses.
We contrast decision theoretic notions of risk with the behavioral
one suggested by March et al. (1987) and demonstrate how the lat-
ter concept has more fidelity in characterizing risk management ap-
proaches. The key insight of the behavioral perspective is that soft-
ware risk managers, rather than following a rational calculus, at-
tempt to master their environments in order to avoid major losses.
We use Leavitt's (1964) theory of organizational change as a means
to explore the attention shaping (gestalts), heuristics (pattern
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matching), and intervention embedded in doing so. More specifi-
cally, we use categorical analysis to describe the attention foci, heu-
ristic rules, and intervention content of four classical approaches:
Boehm (1989, 1991), Davis (1982), McFarlan (1982), and Alter et al.
(1978).

After a brief overview of the use of risk concepts in managerial
theory and software development, we summarize Leavitt’s organiza-
tional model and justify its use as a means to analyze the content
and logic of different risk management approaches. After this, we
conduct a categorical analysis of the four classical risk management
approaches. We conclude by raising questions about the studied ap-
proaches, by suggesting how they can be combined to reduce mana-
gerial bias, and by proposing some new avenues for empirical re-
search in software risk management.

2. Risk management
2.1. Risk management in managerial theory
In the rational decision theory the risk concept reflects the variation
in the distribution of possible outcomes, their likelihoods, and their
subjective values (Arrow 1965). A risky alternative is one for which
the variance is large; and risk is one of the attributes which along
with the expected value of the alternative, are used in evaluating al-
ternative gambles. The risk concept is thus embedded in the idea of
rational choice affected by the expected return of the alternative.
The theory expects that decision-makers deal with risk by first cal-
culating alternatives and then choosing one alternative among the
available risk-return combinations thus behaving in a rational
manner (Yates 1992).

The decision theoretic view is not, however, consistent with
empirical studies of how managers deal with risks (March et al.
1987; Bromley et al. 1992). In these studies, the calculus managers
follow is shown to be less precise. First, uncertainty of positive in-
comes is not an important aspect of risk; a risky choice is one that
contains a threat of a very poor performance (March et al. 1987;
Fischoff et al. 1984). Second, risk is not a probability concept; it
deals with the magnitude of the bad outcome (Bell 1985). Accord-
ingly, managers act in a loss-aversive manner instead of a rational
as predicted by the traditional theory (Kahnemann et al. 1982; Ar-
row 1965). Finally, though quantities may be involved in assessing
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the level of risks, there is little desire to reduce risk to a single con-
struct.

The behavioral view of risk has several implications. First,
when risks involve great losses managers seek to avoid risks rather
than just accept them (Cyert et al. 1963). They make fast decisions
to avoid risks, negotiate uncertainty absorbing contracts, or just
delay decisions if possible (MacCrimmon et al. 1986). Second, man-
aging risks is not seen as gambling, but mastering the environ-
ments so as to bring the risks under control (MacCrimmon et al.
1986; cf. Adler’s (1980) concept of “risk makers”). Third, managers
neither understand, nor care to use precise probability estimates:
crude characterizations are used to exclude certain possibilities
from the decision (Fischoff et al. 1981) and thus make the manage-
rial process a sequential pruning exercise instead of a one-shot deci-
sion.

2.2. Risk management in software development
In the literature dealing with software risk (Boehm et al. 1989;
Charette 1989; Boehm 1991), risks are primarily defined following
the decision theoretic view. Software risks form speculative gambles
which have both a loss and profit associated with them. Yet, advice
on how to manage such risks pay lip-service to this concept, i.e. most
risk management approaches deal solely with negative outcomes
and how to avoid them. Thereby the central insight of the decision
theoretic view (the importance of considering the whole distribution
of possible outcomes) becomes obscured.

The behavioral perspective (March et al. 1987) seems more ap-
propriate in explaining current practices of managing software risks
for several reasons. Software risk management approaches focus on
ambiguous losses (Boehm 1991), they rely on multidimensional,
qualitative models that make the management task simple and
practicable, and they seek to avoid risks rather than optimize their
expected returns by suggesting a plethora of means to control the
environment. Examples of such arrangements abound in the litera-
ture including: investments in methods and standards, ignoring
user resistance through "sign-off" practices, or preferring standards
for interfaces (Boehm et al. 1989). Finally, risk management ap-
proaches exclude bad alternatives rather than optimizing expected
returns (Boehm 1991; Charette 1989).
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Behavioral interpretations invite us to study how software de-
velopers enact and maintain images of their task and environments
through limited, selective, often unquestioned, and relatively stable
cognitive strategies. The strategies help them make sense of the
situations, exclude bad choices, and control the environments
(Ciborra et al. 1987; Seely Brown et al. 1991). Cognitive strategies—
as formalized in risk management approaches—provide us with
concrete examples on how images of software development are built,
what their content is, how they are to be enacted, and what their
principal structure is.

Risk management strategies distinguish between the realm of
managerial action and inquiry which is driven by attention shaping
patterns and theories of managerial intervention, and the realm of
the real world where the actual software development takes place,
see figure 1. Risk management strategies use observations from the
past, they learn from analogical situations, and they use deductive
reasoning (March et al. 1991) to detect risky incidents. Over time,
observations are generalized by crafting specific theories of cause-ef-
fect chains into generic risk items. These risk items guide manage-
rial inquiry and shape the scanning of the environments for circum-
stances which call for managerial action. The risk items are com-
bined with risk identification and analysis techniques to scan and
make sense of the environments. In addition, risk management ap-
proaches feature a repertoire of risk resolution techniques. These
are derived from local causal theories on how risky incidents affect
software development and how interventions affect development

Attention shaping Intervention planning

InterventionObservation

Real world

Management inquiry

Risk items
Risk analysis

Risky incidents

Risk management
heuristics

Risk resolution
techniques

techniques

Figure 1. Risk Management Strategy.
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trajectories. The techniques help formulate schematic plans for in-
terventions that decrease the likely impact of risky incidents, or
avoid it altogether. The plans are formulated using a set of heuris-
tics that show how risk managers should relate observed risky inci-
dents to effective managerial interventions.

This concept of risk management strategy implies a number of
crucial questions: 1) which aspects of the situation are examined
and inductively generalized into risk items? 2) which risk items are
contained in different approaches? 3) which risk resolution tech-
niques are proposed? and 4) how do available heuristics help match
risky incidents with risk resolution techniques.

3. A Leavittian model of software risks
3.1. Application of Leavitt’s theory of organizations
Applications of organization theory in the study of software devel-
opment have become common (Beath 1983, 1987; Swanson 1984;
Swanson et al. 1990; Nidumolu 1995; Saarinen et al. 1993b). These
studies draw primarily on theories which take into account task un-
certainty (Galbraith 1977), complexity, or participant’s opportunism
(Williamson 1975) as important organizational design parameters
and apply them to problems of software development organization
and control. Yet, none of these have examined in detail the sources
and forms of software risks, nor the contents of suggested interven-
tions into development situations. To do so we need a simple, but
yet sufficiently rich organizational model of software development
and software risk.

We chose Leavitt's open systems model of organizational
change (Leavitt 1964) which has been widely used in classifying
schools of organizational change in the management literature for
several reasons2. First, even though software development organiza-
tions are less persistent than normal organizations, they share im-
portant characteristics with them. Common characteristics include
structuring principles, environmental adaptation and scanning
techniques, leadership patterns, and change dynamics. This all war-
rants the use of Leavitt as a basis for developing a classification
scheme for risk management strategies. Second, Leavitt’s model
was originally developed in the organizational theory as an attempt
to achieve a synthesis of major dimensions and dynamics of organ-
izational change. It sought to cover all major schools and simultane-
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ously play out their differences (Leavitt 1964). This is quite similar
to what we are trying to do with software risk management ap-
proaches. Third, Leavitt’s theory has been used extensively in the IS
literature including design methods (Mumford 1983) and implemen-
tation research (Keen 1981; Kwon et al. 1987), and it is therefore
widely known. Fourth, Leavitt’s model is sufficiently broad as to
take into account the most essential aspects in software develop-
ment which are at the focus of software risk management ap-
proaches. Fifth, it shares virtues of a good organizational model: it
is simple, and it is reasonably well defined to be applicable for ana-
lyzing risk management approaches. Finally, as earlier research
using the model shows, it can be extended3 to accommodate new di-
mensions should any such need arise.

In Leavitt’s model (1964) organizations form multivariate sys-
tems consisting of four interacting components —task, structure, ac-
tor, and technology. These components can easily be translated into
well known elements of software development: actors cover all
stakeholders including users, managers, and designers; structure
denotes project organization and other prevailing institutional ar-
rangements; technology means development tools, methods, and
hardware and software platforms; and task signifies expected out-
comes in terms of goals and deliverables (see figure 2).

TechnologyStructure

Task

Actor

platform)arrangements)
and institutional

(project organization

(users, managers,
and designers)

(goals and
deliverables)

(development tools
and technical

Figure 2. Software development and Leavitt’s model.
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Leavitt’s model originates from open systems theory. Its key conjec-
ture is that model components are strongly interrelated: change in
one component will have effects, planned or unplanned, on the oth-
ers. This mutual dependency is depicted in figure 2 by the edges
that connect every component with the others thus creating its well
known diamond shape. The model also postulates—again based on
the open system equilibrium notion—that if one component's state
is incongruent with others, this will create considerable dysfunc-
tional effects and decrease the performance of the whole. Some in-
tervention is consequently needed to re-establish the balance. But
an unbalance, retained over longer periods of time, will induce os-
cillations in the system which, in the end, will decrease its capabil-
ity to accomplish its task, and eventually undermine the existence
of the whole system.

The connection between the Leavittian model and the concept
of software risk can be stated as follows: a change in any Leavittian
component in a systems development process can create distur-
bances which, in the extreme, can lead to a failure of the software
change, otherwise known as a loss. Such major disturbances should
be understood as those risky incidents which increase the difficulty
in estimating what the performance of the development project is
likely to be in terms of product or process (Nidumolu 1995). Ac-
cording to Leavitt’s model these incidents always fall into one or
several Leavittian elements—such as technology and its reliabil-
ity—and their connections—such as a person’s capability to deal
with the technology. Active “gestalts” of likely risky incidents help
managers identify the risks, estimate their severity, and, once ob-
served, orchestrate interventions into one or several of the Leavit-
tian components using risk resolution techniques.

3.2. A Leavittan view of software risks
Leavitt uses the term task (Ta) to describe an organization's raison
d'etre (Leavitt 1964). In software development a task is normally de-
fined through project deliverables and process features, i.e. a devel-
opment task dictates what software developers should accomplish
and how (Blokdijk et al.  1987). Several task related features in-
creasing the exposure to risk have been identified: task size or com-
plexity (Lyytinen 1987; Curtis et al. 1988; Oz 1994; Waters 1993;
Zmud 1980; Beath 1987), task uncertainty (Burns & Dennis 1985;
Lucas 1982; Turner 1992; Waters 1993; Nidumolu 1995), specificity
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of design (Saarinen et al. 1993b), the stability of the task (Walters
1993; Saarinen et al. 1993a), or the ambiguity or existence of the
task description (Beynon-Davis 1995; De Salabert et al. 1995), or the
limits to what is known (Jones et al. 1992). Process related features
include unrealistic targets (Sabherwal et al. 1996) or pressures to
get the system working (Sabherwal et al. 1996). In general, these
can be classified along two task related properties (Mathiassen et al.
1992): task complexity which represents the amount of relevant in-
formation available to carry out the task, and task uncertainty
which is defined by the availability, validity, and reliability of the
task related information. The higher the amount of available infor-
mation about the task, or the lower its validity and reliability, the
higher is the development risk.

By structure (S) Leavitt means systems of communication, sys-
tems of authority, and systems of work flow (Leavitt 1964). Though
not making it explicit, Leavitt denotes by structure both the norma-
tive dimension, i.e. values, norms, and role expectations, and the be-
havioral dimension, i.e. the actual patterns of behaviors as actors
communicate, exercise authority, or work. Software risks associated
with structure have been discussed in relation to: task (Beath 1987),
technology (Curtis et al. 1988), or actors (Markus et al. 1994). Ne-
glect of structural dimension is likely to generate considerable risks
in developing the system in time and cost (Curtis et al. 1988; Tham-
bain et al. 1986; Nidumolu 1995; van Swede et al. 1994; van
Genuchten 1991), in getting the requirements right (Nidumolu
1995; Beath 1987), or getting the system accepted (Davis et al. 1992;
Markus et al. 1994).

Leavitt classifies structural features into three subsystems
which are all relevant here: systems of communication, systems of
authority, and systems of work-flow. Systems of communication
specify who communicates with whom and how formal communica-
tions should be (Andersen et al. 1990; Davis et al. 1985). Risks can
accordingly transpire when actors communicate ineffectively, infre-
quently, or are not willing to voice their concerns (Newman et al.
1990; Curtis et al. 1988; Henderson et al. 1988; Beynon-Davis 1995).
Systems of authority define lines of responsibility between actors
and thereby establish organizational power bases. These are central
in reducing some risk drivers like requirements or technological un-
certainty (Nidumolu 1995; Neo et al. 1994; Beath 1987). The lack of
control structures has in some occasions lead to major disasters like
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the fall of the London Exchange’s Taurus system (Beynon-Davies
1995), or the Confirm system (Oz 1994). Risks can also be borne
through informal interactions that unfold in networks of interre-
lated actors (Curtis et al. 1988; Andersen et al. 1990; Borum et al.
1993). Systems of work flow describe how the development proc-
esses are organized over time and space and between actors. Risks
increase when the work flow is not well defined or its complex de-
pendencies increase uncertainty and coordination costs (Humphrey
et al. 1991).

Actors (A) represent individuals or groups of stakeholders who
can set forward claims or benefit from software development. Actors
include customers, managers, maintainers, developers, and users
(Boehm et al. 1989). Examples of actor related software risks
abound: personal shortcomings (Keil 1993; Boland 1992), lack of
commitment and skill (Beynon-Davies 1995), differences among
stakeholders (Wilkocks et al. 1994), wrong expectations (Ginzberg
1981), false beliefs (Hirschheim & Newman 1990), non-existent or
unwilling users (Grover et al. 1988), unethical professional conduct
(Oz 1994), personnel turnover, personal politics, and opportunism
(Borum et al. 1993; Markus et al. 1994; Saarinen et al. 1993b; Keen
1981; Grover et al. 1988), or dysfunctional effect of actors’ learning
on project performance (Brooks 1974). Empirical studies also stress
the importance of individual talent and experience in reducing task
or technology related risks (Curtis et al.  1989; Henderson et al.
1992).

By Technology (T) Leavitt denotes “tools—problem solving in-
ventions like work measurement, computers, and drill presses”. He
also goes on to point out that there is “some uncertainty about the
line between structure and technology” (see also Gervin 1981). In
line with the concept of “problem solving inventions” we include in
technology methods, tools, and infrastructure to develop and im-
plement the software system (Cooprider et al. 1991). These tech-
nologies can create considerable risks, especially if they are unreli-
able, inefficient, non-standardized, non-compliant, or have func-
tional limitations (Genuchten 1991; Willkocks et al. 1994; Oz 1994;
Sabherwal et al. 1996).

Considering each of the four components individually provides
a valuable, first order understanding of sources of risks and their
resolution. Equal important are, however, relations which deal with
interdependencies between task, structure, technology, and actors.
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Task-Actor interdependencies (Ta-A, A-Ta) focus on the actors'
ability and shortcomings in relation to achieving the task, the abil-
ity to specify and analyze the task and its problems, and the inclina-
tion to make shortcuts. Typically such risks relate to the actor’s ex-
perience in carrying out or specifying the development task, their
disagreement about the task (see e.g. Curtis et al. 1989; Benyon-
Davis 1985; Lyytinen 1988), or opportunism (Sabherwal et al. 1996).

Task-Technology interdependencies (Ta-T, T-Ta) clarify how
technologies fit with the task, and how misfits can create consider-
able risks. Several contingency models have formulated rules to se-
lect an appropriate software development technology for a given
task (Mathiassen et al. 1992; Saarinen et al. 1993a). Studies in
software engineering (Curtis et al. 1988; Jarke et al. 1993;
Genuchten 1991; Ciborra et al. 1987) stress the importance of de-
ploying appropriate technology components, such as CASE-tools, e-
mail or configuration tools to cater for task variation. Recently,
some empirical studies have shown that the level of technological
sophistication tends to increase the task complexity (Sørensen 1993)
and thereby the development risk.

Task-Structure interdependencies (Ta-S, S-Ta) deal with how
project organization can be instrumental in carrying out the devel-
opment task, and how a misfit between the structure and the task
can bring about risks. These concerns have lead to contingency
models of the interactions between the development task and the
institutional arrangements (Boehm 1988; Ciborra et al. 1983; Le-
htinen et al. 1986; Parnas et al. 1986; Beath 1987). The conclusion
from these works is that inappropriate arrangements can lead to
bad or unsatisfactory outcomes (Nidumolu 1995; Saarinen et al.
1993b; Beath 1987).

Actor-Technology interdependencies (A-T, T-A) address risks
which are created by improper matching of people with technology,
or by introducing untried technologies. Problems of matching inex-
perienced users with unknown and complex technologies are well
documented in the empirical literature on software risks (Barki et
al. 1993; Keil 1995; Smolander et al. 1990; Kendall et al. 1992).
Technologies may also lower professional esteem, motivation, and
change career paths (Orlikowski 1993). A recent empirical study
discovered that specific technological choices like machine architec-
ture correlate with some actor related risks such as gold plating
(Ropponen et al. 1996).
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Actor-Structure interdependencies (A-S, S-A) focus on interac-
tions between the structure and the actors. Typical concerns are: in-
centive schemes and sanctions, values and beliefs, and how actors'
behaviors and expectations are in concordance with the prevailing
organizational structure. This area has been a traditional focus of
socio-technical design that seeks to develop jobs that are varied and
demand multiple skills, and thereby meet human values (Mumford
1983). These concerns have been raised also in several systems de-
sign textbooks though no empirical studies are available (Lundeberg
et al.  1981; Andersen et al. 1990; DeMarco et al. 1987; Henderson &
Lee 1992). Recent studies have also focused on the interactions be-
tween stakeholder participation and process structures—in par-
ticular the system of workflow (Sabberwal et al. 1995), or on the
problems related to actors being located in different places
(Sabherwal et al. 1996).

Technology-Structure interdependencies (T-S, S-T) deal with in-
teractions between the organizational structure and technologies.
The logic here is that the structure is affected by the technology (or
vice versa): an inappropriate structure, given the technology, or in-
appropriate technology, given the structure, will create considerable
disturbances (Caufield 1989; Schmidt 1992). Typical concerns are:
how work flows (Curtis et al. 1992), how systems of authority and
communication lines are affected by technological choices, and what
risks these choices create. Technologies can be in conflict with the
systems of authority (Markus 1983; Markus et al. 1983), or they can
prevent creation of lines of communication (Mumford 1983). The use
of a highly formalized specification technique assumes, for example,
formal sign-on procedures and this can undermine effective com-
munication with users (Bjørn-Andersen et al. 1993).

3.3. Summary
Software risk items and their resolution techniques can be organ-
ized using Leavitt’s model. Our analysis demonstrates that all
Leavitt’s components—the task, structure, technology, and actors—
and their combinations have been recognized widely as risk items
and also suggested as targets for risk resolutions in past research.
Appendix 1 synthesizes what risk items each Leavittian component
can include, and what resolution techniques have been suggested to
resolve them. These were drawn from the published literature on IS
failures and software risk management.
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4. A categorical analysis of four approaches
We apply Leavitt’s model in interpreting how risk management ap-
proaches shape managers’ attention as follows: we classify lists of
risk items as suggested by risk management approaches in terms of
how they fall into different Leavittian components. In a similar
vein, we characterize repertoires of risk resolution techniques in
terms of how they cover Leavitt’s components. We also analyze how
the approaches translate these components into managerial action
by the use of heuristics which are interpreted to embody knowledge
of cause-effect chains assumed in the observed socio-technical sys-
tem. By comparing these codings we find out to what extent the es-
poused attention shaping patterns and intervention heuristics are
similar, to what extent they are different, and how the approaches
link managerial perceptions of development situations with mana-
gerial deliberations. In doing so we disclose how risk management
approaches theorize about changes in Leavittian elements and how
these affect software risk. This analysis also shed light on differ-
ences in the attention foci of risk management approaches and
question why approaches exclude some aspects of the situation from
managerial inquiry at the cost of putting others in the foreground.
These exclusions reflect theoretical assumptions about valid cause-
effect chains in development situations. Yet, the choices are ideo-
logical in the sense that they reflect specific social interests, and
serve as myths, as in most cases they are accepted without further
justification or empirical validation (Berger et al. 1967; Hirschheim
et al. 1991).

4.1. Research method
Categorical4 analysis attempts to make valid inferences from stud-
ied texts to their underlying meaning in terms of pre-specified set of
categories (Weber 1985). In our situation, this analysis technique
helps clarify the content of theories of software development situa-
tions underlying software risk management approaches. In par-
ticular, categorical analysis reveals the following aspects in each ap-
proach (for a similar approach see Beath et al. 1994):

1) its definition of risk solicits the risk concept as explicitly de-
fined in the approach.

2) the risk management rationale clarifies which justifications
are provided for the use of the approach.
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3) the underlying risk metric clarifies whether risk is defined
by using single or multiple constructs together with the ap-
plied measurement scale.

4) the risk behavior clarifies whether the approach assumes a
rational or a loss-aversive stance.

5) the number of and coverage of risk items clarifies the num-
ber of risk items recognized in the approach. This can be in-
terpreted as a coarse indicator of how fine grained the ap-
proach is in distinguishing alternative sources as risky in-
cidents.

6) the focus of risk items reveals the focus of the approach in
terms of how different Leavittian components are covered.
By counting the number of items per component and their
relative proportions we can determine how focused or bal-
anced the risk identification patterns are.

7) the number and coverage of risk resolution techniques can
be used as a coarse indicator of how fine grained and rich
the approach is in suggesting interventions. Multiple usage
indicates as opposed to single usage that the same risk
resolution technique can be used to resolve problems asso-
ciated with several risk items.

8) the focus of risk resolution techniques reveals how different
Leavittian components are covered by risk resolution tech-
niques. By counting the number of risk resolution tech-
niques per component and analyzing their relative propor-
tion we can judge how focused or balanced the risk resolu-
tion patterns are.

9) the heuristics link risk items with specific risk resolution
techniques. This addresses how risk items and risk resolu-
tion techniques are related and the structure and the level
of detail of the rules by which this is done.

10) its scope analyzes when the approach should be applied and
under what circumstances it should be applied. Continuous
approaches are used throughout the development process,
while discrete approaches only are applicable in specific
phases or contexts.

We followed these steps in our analysis of the four classical risk
management approaches (Alter et al. 1978; Boehm 1989, 1991;
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Davis 1982; McFarlan 1982). The motivation for choosing these four
classical risk management approaches is their widespread use and
typical coverage of risk management issues. They are seen by many
as the classics in the field (see Lucas 1981; Saarinen et al. 1993a).
Each approach and the mapping of its risk identification and risk
resolution technique into Leavitt’s categories are explained in ap-
pendices 2 through 5. How the coding and analysis was carried out
is represented in appendix 6 which also evaluates the reliability and
validity of the coding.

4.2. How are the four approaches different?
The results of the analysis are summarized in table 1. The table re-
veals several important differences in the four risk management
approaches.

The Concept of Risk. We can observe prominent differences be-
tween the approaches. McFarlan focuses on risks related to obtain-
ing some or all the goals that are relevant in setting up the project.
Boehm’s concept is more restricted and focuses on avoiding losses
for some or all stakeholders. Alter & Ginzberg also discuss failure,
but only the failure to implement the system organizationally.
Davis’ view (due to its focus on requirements specification) deals
exclusively with the difficulty of obtaining a correct and complete
understanding of the task. These differences in the notion of soft-
ware risk explain diversity in the way risks are treated in these ap-
proaches. There is a clear difference between, on the one hand,
Boehm’s and Alter & Ginzberg’s approaches, and, on the other, the
approaches of Davis and McFarlan. The former focus entirely on
possible losses, but provide no means to measure the magnitude of
loss. As a consequence these approaches cannot be used to compare
risk levels of different projects. The latter set up a contingency
model in which they match situational risk items to a repertoire of
risk resolution techniques. In doing so, they abstract situational
risk items into a simple rank order metric (instead of the nominal
scale metric used with Boehm and Alter & Ginzberg) and thereby
compare different projects. Moreover, they (though somewhat im-
plicitly) look at the combination of costs and benefits, i.e. they are
more in line with the rational decision ideal.

Risk Item Focus. We notice major differences in how the ap-
proaches mold the attention of software risk managers. Whilst
Boehm is balanced in that all four Leaviattian components perceive
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equal weight, the three other approaches are more concentrated in
their focus. Davis concentrate on actor and task related risks;
McFarlan's approach sees risk items to be primarily task related;
and Alter & Ginzberg focus on actor related risk items. It is also
worth noticing that the two contingency approaches, i.e. Davis and
McFarlan (for operational reasons) enlist quite few, high level risk
items, whereas the two other approaches enlist several items on
varying levels of detail and thus offer a more fine grained vocabu-
lary and classification scheme.

Risk Resolution Focus. The four approaches propose different
parts of the environments as subjected to management control. Ac-
cordingly, they embody distinct and biased causal theories of how
software development processes evolve. Boehm's focus is on tradi-
tional software engineering solutions and he exhibits a clear at-
tachment to technological fixes. His approach tells software manag-
ers that software risks are better managed by applying new or com-
plementary technologies for software development and by disci-
plining the process. Davis' focus and bias are different. He assumes
that the task and actor elements are fixed and that they establish
the primary source of risk during requirements specification. There-
fore, risk resolution tactics must seek to configure the best possible
combination of technology and structure to match with the observed
risk level. Davis propose that these elements are under the control
of the project manager, and he or she can shape them as suggested
in the approach. Alter & Ginzberg are primarily concerned with im-
plementation risks. These are perceived as products of actor's atti-
tudes and beliefs, and they are combined with a detailed and bal-
anced set of risk resolution techniques that cover all Leavitt’s com-
ponents. Finally, McFarlan emphasizes risk items associated with
inappropriate task specification and the risk resolution techniques
aim at submitting the software development organization under
better managerial control. McFarlan thus advocates a managerial
fix. He argues that any organizational structure in the software de-
velopment is malleable and can be reshaped by swift management
action.

It is worth noting that there is great variation in the number of
resolution techniques offered. Alter & Ginzberg’s and Boehm’s ap-
proaches are more elaborate, but the variation and content of the
techniques are less systematic, and they use the same risk resolu-
tion technique to resolve different risk items. This reflects the as-
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sumption that some techniques are generic and not necessarily spe-
cific to any of the risk items. Both Davis and McFarlan propose spe-
cific techniques which are applicable only to one risk item. Inter-
estingly neither of these contingency approaches offer resolution
techniques to modify the task. This can be a symptom of lack of sys-
tematic analysis. But it can also be seen as a different perception of
the role of the software manager where the task is given and the
challenge is to change the rest of the socio-technical system to fit
this need.

Heuristics. In general, suggested heuristics are simple and they
are not thoroughly articulated. They allow for creative adaptation
and managerial improvisation to meet the demands of varying
situations. Two very different alternative structural forms are sug-
gested. Boehm and Alter & Ginzberg compile a list of risk resolution
techniques for each observed risk item (like a menu list). No ration-
ale is provided why these techniques come handy for a given risk
item. In a way they form an ideological myth which has to be ac-
cepted based on the face value (Trice et al. 1984). In addition, no
technical rules are given of how to compose a set of risk resolution
measures given the observed risk item list. In contrast, the contin-
gency models of Davis and McFarlan offer a relatively systematic
approach with selection rules to compose a comprehensive risk
resolution strategy. These approaches, too, are superfluous in pro-
viding theoretical reasoning behind the suggested rules.

Scope. This feature deals with the applicability of the risk
management approach across the development trajectory. Discrete
approaches deal with situations at specific points of the software
development trajectory. Continuous approaches cover larger seg-
ments of the trajectory while sometimes adopting a very specific
point of view. Sometimes these approaches cover the whole span of
the development trajectory. Again, we can observe differences be-
tween the approaches. Davis' and McFarlan's approaches are dis-
crete. McFarlan's approach is used by functional and IT managers
during the project initiation phase. This specific context explain its
focus on structural aspects which is the viewpoint advocated by
management. Davis addresses the task of avoiding incomplete and
wrong requirements and sees the technology and structure as con-
trollable targets at specific phases and contexts. In contrast,
Boehm's and Alter & Ginzberg's approaches are continuous.
Boehm's approach spans most parts of software development start-
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Type of
Analysis

Alter &
Ginzberg

Boehm Davis McFarlan

Risk definition “Uncertainty as
to whether the
project or parts
of it can be com-
pleted at all”
(p. 23)

“Risk exposure is
the probability of
an unsatisfactory
outcome times
the loss to the
parties if the
outcome is satis-
factory . . . Un-
satisfactory out-
come is multidi-
mensional: . . .
budget overruns,
wrong
functionality,
user interface
shortfalls, . . .
poor quality soft-
ware.”

“Difficulty in ar-
riving at correct
and complete re-
quirements “
(p. 5)

“Exposure to . . .
Failure to obtain
all, or any of the
benefits . . .
Costs of imple-
mentation that
vastly exceed
planned levels
. . . Time for im-
plementation
that is much
greater than ex-
pected . . . Tech-
nical perform-
ance significantly
bellow estimate
. . . Incompati-
bility of system
with hardware
and software”
(p. 13)

Risk metric Multidimen-
sional construct,
nominal scale

Multidimen-
sional construct,
nominal scale

Single construct,
rank order scale

Single construct,
rank order scale

Risk behavior Loss-aversive Loss-aversive Rational Rational

Risk manage-
ment rationale

Avoid failure in
organizational
implementation

Avoid cost over-
run, delays, re-
work, overkill,
poor quality of
software

 Increase likeli-
hood of obtaining
useful informa-
tion require-
ments

Maximize fit be-
tween project
management ap-
proach and level
of risk

Risk Items # 8 # 10 # 3 # 3

Coverage of Risk items

 Actor 6.51 (1) 2 (2) 2 0.5 (1)

Task 0 3.5 (1) 1 2

Technology 1 2.5 (1) 0 0.5 (1)

Structure 0.5 (1) 2 0 0

Risk Item
Focus

Actor Balanced Actor and Task Task

Risk Resolu-
tion Techni-
ques

# 16 with multi-
ple usage

# 36 with multi-
ple usage

# 4 with single
usage

# 29 with single
usage

Table 1. Categorical Analysis of Four Risk Management Models.

ing from requirements specification and ending up with configuring
and implementing the software system. The intention is to provide
new tools for project managers to complement their traditional
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method and tool kits. Alter & Ginzberg cover the whole development
trajectory, including organizational implementation of the system.
Their scope is narrow, the approach is meant to be used by all actors
who have a stake in organizational acceptance of the system, and it
complements in this way Boehm’s approach.

5. Discussion
From the behavioral perspective, risk management approaches can
be interpreted as articulations of micro theories of development
situations that seek to improve managerial behaviors in situations
with threats of a major loss. These theories—in line with studies in
the sociology of knowledge—embed ideological bias in selecting con-

Type of
Analysis

Alter &
Ginzberg

Boehm Davis McFarlan

Coverage of Risk Resolution techniques

Actor 5 / 15 4 / 4.5 (2) 0 2 (2)

Task 2 / 3 2 / 4 (0) 0 0

Technology 3 / 8 21 / 30 (0) 2 (4) 7

Structure 6 / 17 9 / 10.5 (2) 2 (4) 20 (2)

Risk Resolu-
tion Focus

Balanced Technology and
structure

Technology and
structure

Structure and
technology

Heuristics • A set of resolu-
tion techniques
proposed for
each risk item

• No rules for the
composition of
resolution
techniques

• The same
resolution
technique ap-
plies to differ-
ent risk items

• A set of resolu-
tion techniques
proposed for
each risk item

• No rules for the
composition of
resolution
techniques

• The same
resolution
technique ap-
plies to differ-
ent risk items

• Four strategies
for require-
ments deter-
mination

• Selection of
strategy based
on the risk
level

• Each strategy
composed of
risk resolution
techniques

 

• Eight strate-
gies for project
design

• Selection of
strategy based
on risk items

• Each strategy
involves a
number of risk
resolution
techniques

• No rules for
composing
resolution
techniques

Scope Continuous Continuous Discrete Discrete

Legend for the table
# = number of distinct risk items and resolution techniques identified in each approach
x / y = number of distinct entries / number of all entries
(z) = number of relation entries i.e. entries related to two Leavitt variables

Table 1. Categorical Analysis of Four Risk Management Models
(continued).
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cepts and conjectures. The exclusions are products of assumptions
dealing with cause-effect chains within development situations.
These choices are ideological in the sense that they reflect specific
social interests and are, in most cases, given without further justifi-
cation or empirical validation (Berger et al. 1967). The analysis of
the four classical approaches supports this conclusion.

Our study addresses weaknesses in the current risk manage-
ment literature: its bleak understanding of how risk management
approaches relate to one another and of what types of risks software
developers can and should address in toto. Risk management ap-
proaches differ in terms of suggested risk items and risk resolution
strategies. Some of them deal primarily with actor risks (Alter &
Ginzberg), task risks (McFarlan), interaction risks (Davis), or a
more balanced set of risks (Boehm). None of the examined ap-
proaches concentrate on technology risks or structure related risk.
We conjecture that none of these approaches alone is capable of ad-
dressing the majority of pitfalls during software development. None
of them generates enough requisite variety (Ashby 1956) to under-
stand the environments and distill relevant risk related information
from it.

The analysis also reveals that the approaches adopt alternative
mechanisms (or gestalts) to organize the risk management ap-
proach. Some of them—like Boehm’s or Alter & Ginzberg’s model—
offer fairly detailed and fine grained risk items and risk resolution
techniques—whereas Davis’ and McFarlan’s model offer few risk
items and relatively few risk resolution techniques, which, however,
consist of several items. The latter two also suggest rank order met-
rics for measuring risk whereas the former only suggest simple
characterizations of risk exposure.

The categorical analysis reveals that the use context and dy-
namics are distinct in these approaches. Therefore, they are not ex-
clusive alternatives. Instead, they can be effectively combined to in-
crease the variety generated by the control system as Ashby sug-
gests. For example, Alter & Ginzberg’s approach adds a generic risk
concern (actor related risks) which is largely missing in Boehm’s
approach. Therefore, these could be combined as to yield two com-
plementary viewpoints in a more comprehensive risk management
approach using Leavitt’s model as an organizing framework. In the
same manner, Davis’ approach and McFarlan’s approach can be
combined with Boehm’s approach to cater for specific contexts in the
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risk driven spiral model (Boehm 1988). McFarlan’s approach can be
used before embarking on the spiral while thinking of the project
set-up and instituting the organizational environment. Clearly, in
such an environment task and structural issues dominate. Davis’s
approach can be used to plan and monitor the risks associated with
the first cycle in the spiral for which Boehm does not offer any risk
driven plan. Overall, based on Leavitt’s model it is feasible to or-
ganize a contingent risk planning approach in which the develop-
ment cycles are organized as rows and Leavittian components as
columns. By using values such as low, moderate, and high for each
entry in the table we can build up risk profiles for each development
cycle and select the risk management approach accordingly.

The applied technique for analyzing risk management ap-
proaches has several limitations. First, Leavittian theory adds an
additional layer of theoretical complexity to an area which does not
necessarily need one. This problem can be overcome by crafting
practical approaches using other terms and vocabularies closer to
the every day experience of software managers. The second limita-
tion concerns the validity and reliability of our coding. Though we
achieved very high levels of reliability in codings, and did not find
the classification scheme to be too limited, the technique must be
tested with other approaches and with different analysts to achieve
higher levels of confidence. We have taught our framework to sev-
eral students and asked them to analyze risk management ap-
proaches. They have done so without any greater difficulty which
suggests that the categorical approach is easy to learn and to use.

The paper has several implications for research and practice.
Our analysis suggests that risk management needs to be examined
as an instance of organizational uncertainty absorption and man-
agement. This aspect has only been touched upon here through con-
cepts of attention shaping and heuristics. Ultimately, we are dealing
with problems of designing complex social systems where we can
only achieve satisficing (Simon 1979, 1983; Galbraith 1977) solu-
tions. Therefore, one fruitful avenue is to explore in more depth the
process of risk management as satisficing behavior (Lyytinen et al.
1996). Another question is how organizations learn from their risky
incidents and how these are inductively generalized into causal
theories of development situations. Again, Leavitt’s model can serve
as a valuable asset in analyzing how local knowledge is structured,
organized, and validated. Our conclusion from probing the four clas-
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sical approaches is that their coverage is not complete and their
items are not systematically inferred. Therefore, one research task
ahead is to develop a more encompassing and comprehensive risk
item and risk resolution taxonomy. One step towards this end is
presented in appendix 1. Moreover, one author has been engaged in
developing a systematic risk management approach based on the
principles outlined in this paper which has been adopted as part of
the EuroMethod—a standard developed by and for the European
Commission for contracted software development (Euromethod
1996).

For empirical studies we identify three major challenges. First,
the Leavittian framework can be used to conduct a meta-analysis of
how software initiatives have succeeded or failed with varying con-
stellations of task, actor, structure, and technology risks. Second, we
can use the framework to carry out ethnographic investigations on
software risk management practices. In these studies we should de-
scribe and analyze, in more detail, how contextual features such as
personal anxiety, organizational protocols, and incentives affect the
scope and direction of risk management, and how they interact with
available written protocols for risk management. Third, we can ex-
amine the structure of employed risk resolution sets and under-
stand how software managers seek to address observed risks at
various stages of software development.

The paper conveys a useful message to practice. It reveals that
practitioners should be cautious with regard to the expected mira-
cles of risk management. Risk management approaches are not
complete nor risk-proof and they are not the silver bullet that will
cure the pitfalls of software development. Their value is that they
put high premium on learning, understanding development situa-
tions, and on the sane principles of management: be open, fear the
worst, and honor the complexity of social and technical change.
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Notes
1. We understand software development quite broadly to cover require-
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ments analysis, design, implementation, and organizational adoption of
software systems. This definition is broader than usually assumed in
software engineering and associated discussions of risks (Boehm 1991;
Charette 1989), but it coincides quite well with the notion of information
systems development as expressed in standard textbooks (Davis & Olson
1985), or literature surveys on IS development (Lyytinen 1987; Iivari
1991).

2. We acknowledge many of the criticisms proposed against Leavitt’s
model. These include its focus on the static structure, ignorance of the
environment, applicability to temporary organizations, and the nature of
the distinctions it suggests for analyzing organizations. Many of these
are valid if one wants to develop a valid theory of temporary organiza-
tions or organizational processes operating in uncertain and complex
environments. But this is not our goal in the paper: we want to use
Leavitt’s model as a classification framework in developing interpreta-
tions of how different software risk approaches refine their organiza-
tional interventions. In such an endeavor, many criticisms raised
against Leavitt’s model are not valid. An alternative would have been to
analyze risk management behaviors through some dynamic social proc-
ess models like agency theory or transaction costs. By doing so we
would, however, have lost the simplicity of Leavitt’s model in analyzing
the content of attention shaping patterns. Typically, dynamic models
either focus on manager’s psychological behaviors like in escalation
theory (Staw & Fox 1974; Staw & Ross 1987; Keil & Mixon 1993), or on
processes as they unfold and maintain or disrupt the “equilibrium”
(Gersick 1995; Mohr 1982; Newman & Robey 1993). Such models do not
tell us what managers perceive or how they enact their perceptions
during software development processes. Such descriptions of how proc-
esses change are complementary to accounts of changes in attention fo-
cus over time.

3. Such extensions have been made. For example, Kwon & Zmud (1987)
augment the model with the concept of environment and environmental
factors. Davis & Olson (1985) add to the model the concept of organiza-
tional culture. We shall ignore such extensions in this paper as no envi-
ronmental or cultural aspects were identified in the risk management
approaches.

4. Normally this method is called content analysis. But we use the term
categorical analysis as suggested by one of the reviewers as it better
conveys the idea underlying the research technique.
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5. Use of the value .5 is due to “relational” risk items and risk resolution
techniques which look at the interactions and dependencies between
components. See appendix 6 for a more detailed explanation.
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Appendix 1: A Leavittian model of Risk Management

Leavitt's
component

Risks Item Risks Resolution
Technique

Task     Task complexity    
• project size
• number of parties

    Task uncertainty    
• ambiguity
• task specificity
• wrong functions
• continuous change
• existence of requirements

    Reduce complexity   
• divide tasks
• requirements scrubbing

    Reduce uncertainty    
• keep system simple
• reduce the scope
• use scenarios
• use pilots to demonstrate system

value
• test the system

     Manage process
• carefully plan and manage mile-

stones and new releases

Structure     Systems of communication    
• inefficient
• poor
• lack of channels

    Systems of authority   
• inappropriate structure
• poorly defined responsibilities
• inappropriate rewards
• inefficient governance structure

    Systems of work flow    
• unrealistic schedules
• inappropriate work flow and co-

ordination
• poor physical arrangements

   Improve communications    
• user participation
• user surveys
• team meetings
• user lead teams
• publicize participation results
• monitor progress and promote

open discussion
• focus on critical task related top-

ics

    Reorganize   
• project organization
• external contracts and outsour-

cing
• user committees and good rela-

tionships
• formal procedures
• user managed decisions and de-

velopment
• cost allocation structures

    Change work flow    
• pre-scheduling
• cost and schedule estimation
• incremental approach
• path-analysis
• risk-driven project planning
• physical arrangements

Table A1-1. A Leavittian model of risk management.
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Leavitt's
component

Risks Item Risks Resolution
Technique

Actor     Actor pitfalls   
• lacking/variation
• turnover
• non-willing/ethical problems
• poor or inappropriate beliefs,

skills, and experience
• political conflicts and power plays

   Improve actors   
• staff with top talent
• seek champions
• cross training
• morale building
• user commitment
• manage expectations
• implementation games
• training
• role playing
• study and screen potential actors

Technology     Pitfalls in technology   
• complexity
• components unreliable
• performance shortfalls
• technical interfaces,
• defects in quality
• new and untried

    Technological uncertainty
• high cost and non-adaptability
• maintainability
• extendibility

   Improve technologies    
• specification standards and meth-

ods
• task and organizational analysis

techniques
• information hiding/abstraction

and modeling
• bench marking
• simulation/scenarios
• prototyping

Task-Actor    Inappropriate actors for a given
   task    
• inability to specify or implement
• goldplating

   Improve fit   
• flexible governance structures
• task matching
• training

Task-Technology    Inappropriate technology for a
    given task    
• impossibility to implement or

specify
• poor performance

• technology too expensive

   Improve fit
• contingency models for software

development
• manage technology options

Task-Structure    Inappropriate structure for the task    
• wrong project strategy
• wrong control structure

    Change the task to fit the structure    
• requirements scrubbing

    Change the structure to fit the task    
• adapt authority and decision

structure
• modify process model

Actor-Technology    Incompetent/too competent actors
   for the given technology   
• actors’ experience
• available computer science capa-

bilities
• gold plating
• actors not willing to work with

outdated/standard technology

   Improve fit   
• prototyping,
• technical analysis
• scenario techniques
• service assessment
• technical training
• hire top talent

Table A1-1. A Leavittian model of risk management (continued).
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Leavitt's
component

Risks Item Risks Resolution
Technique

Actor-Structure     Lack of commitment   
• wrong incentives
• poor responsibilities
• false beliefs and values
• poor goals

    Gain management support   
• apply appropriate leader-ship tac-

tics
• hire with good cooperation and

management skills
• install team building programs

Technology-
Structure

   Inappropriate fit   
• technology not aligned with

authority and work-flow,
• structure not appropriate for

technology

   Improve fit
• change authority or work flow
• adopt/configure new organiza-

tional technologies

Appendix 2: Boehm's Software Risk Management
Model

Boehm's model (1991) suggests a comprehensive set of steps and guidelines
to manage software production risks. The basic model consists of six steps.
The most important steps for our analysis are those where one identifies
risks and identified risks are planned for (steps 1 and 4). For step 1 Boehm
suggests a risk-identification check-list which gives the top 10 primary
sources of risks. Other techniques for this step include assumption analysis,
decision driver analysis, and decomposition, but these are not analyzed here
as they do not increase decision-maker's understanding of the development
domain. Proposed check lists are the main means to identify the most likely
problems. Boehm's top ten list is exhibited in table A2-1. Boehm also sug-
gests more detailed checklists to analyze further each risk item and its

Risk Item Coding

1. Personnel Shortfalls A

2. Unrealistic schedules and budgets S

3. Developing the wrong functions and properties Ta

4. Developing the wrong user interface Ta

5. Gold-plating A-Ta

6. Continuing stream of requirements changes Ta

7. Shortfalls in externally furnished components T

8. Shortfalls in externally performed tasks S

9. Real-time performance shortfalls T

10. Straining computer-science capabilities A-T

Table A2-1. Boehm's Top-ten Risk Item List.
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probability (see Boehm 1991 p. 35–36). These lists are mostly based on
software development handbooks from the U.S. Department of Defense. We
shall not, however, explore these lists here further (though such an analysis
could be done easily) as Boehm does not use them to identify major sources
of risk.

For each risk item Boehm attaches a set of risk-management tech-
niques that “have been most successful to date in avoiding and resolving the
source of risk”. The idea is that after detecting the most important risk
items risk-managers can compile the associated set of risk management
measures and plans. Boehm's list of risk management techniques for each
risk item is illustrated in table A2-2.

Risk Item Risk Resolution Technique Coding
1.  Personnel Shortfalls 1. Staffing with top talent

2. Job-matching
3. Team-building
4. Morale building
5. Cross-training
6. Pre-scheduling

A
A-S
A-S
A
A
S

2.  Unrealistic
schedules and
budgets

1. Detailed, multisource cost and schedule
estimation

2. Design to cost
3. Incremental development
4. Software Re-use
5. Requirements scrubbing

S

S
S

Ta
Ta

3.  Developing the
wrong functions and
properties

1. Organizational analysis
2. Mission analysis
3. OPS-concept formulation
4. User Surveys
5. Prototyping
6. Early user's manuals

T
T
T
T
T
T

4.  Developing the
wrong user interface

1. Task Analysis
2. Prototyping
3. Scenarios
4. User characterization

T
T
T
T

5.  Gold-plating 1. Requirements Scrubbing
2. Prototyping
3. Cost-benefit analysis
4. Design to Cost

Ta
T
T

Ta
6.  Continuing stream of

requirements
changes

1. High change threshold
2. Information hiding
3. Incremental development

S
T
S

Table A2-2. Boehm's risk resolution techniques.
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Risk Item Risk Resolution Technique Coding
7.  Shortfalls in exter-

nally furnished com-
ponents

1. Bench marking
2. Inspections
3. Reference checking
4. Compatibility analysis

T
T
T
T

8.  Shortfalls in exter-
nally performed
tasks

1. Reference checking
2. Pre-award audits
3. Award-fee contracts
4. Contracts
5. Competitive design
6. Prototyping
7. Team building

T
T
S
S
S
T

A-S
9.  Real-time perform-

ance shortfalls
1. Simulation
2. Bench marking
3. Modeling
4. Prototyping
5. Instrumentation
6. Tuning

T
T
T
T
T
T

10.  Straining computer-
science capabilities

1. Technical analysis
2. Cost-benefit analysis
3. Prototyping
4. Reference checking

T
T
T
T

Table A2-2. Boehm's risk resolution techniques (continued).

Appendix 3: Davis' Model to Manage Requirements
Specification Risks

Davis' model is concerned with selecting procedures that lead to complete
and correct information requirements. He argues that one of the reasons for
poor performance (and high risks) in systems development is that methods
for obtaining and documenting user requirements are presented as general
solutions rather than alternative methods for implementing a chosen
strategy of requirements determination. Therefore he suggests “packaging”
different methods into alternative strategies that are then carefully ex-
plained. These strategies are connected to a contingency framework (risk
management model in our terminology) which suggests the most successful
(least risky) requirements determination strategy for a given situation. The
three risk items affecting the requirements specification are depicted in
table A3-1. Davis uses these to define the overall requirements process un-
certainty (risk level). Davis' model has four strategies which are regarded
as most effective on different levels of requirements process uncertainty.
Each strategy basically embodies a different technology/structure combina-
tion which the risk manager should configure so as to affect the actors to
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obtain a good actor-task fit. Hence we get a coding of Davis' requirements
specification strategies as shown in table A3-2.

Risk Items Coding
1. Existence and stability of a set of usable requirements Ta
2. Ability of users to specify requirements A
3. Ability of analysts to elicit and evaluate requirements A

Table A3-1. Davis’ risk items.

Requirements determination strategy Coding
1. Asking from users T-S
2. Deriving from existing systems T-S
3. Synthesis from characteristics of the utilizing system T-S
4. Discovering from experimentation T-S

Table A3-2. Davis' risk resolution strategies.

Appendix 4: Alter & Ginzberg's Implementation Risk
Model

Alter & Ginzberg's implementation risk model focuses on problems associ-
ated with the organizational acceptance and implementation of the infor-
mation system. They argue that implementing any system which leads to
organizational acceptance will involve uncertainty from the managerial
point of view. Therefore, these uncertainties should be detected and appro-
priate measures should be taken to minimize their impact. Overall they
recognize several sources (factors) for organizational implementation uncer-
tainty. These are depicted in table A4-1.

In suggesting risk resolution strategies, Alter & Ginzberg follow an
approach similar to Boehm. For each risk factor they list a set of risk
resolution strategies which are classified into inhibiting (I) or compensating
(C) strategies. Inhibiting strategies are ex ante means to avoid a particular
problem, while compensating strategies are ex post means to make up for a
previous error or problem. Overall, Alter & Ginzberg's strategies lead to the
classification shown in table A4-2.
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Risk items Coding
1. Designer lacking experience A
2. Nonexistent or unwilling users A
3. Multiple users or designers A
4. Disappearing users, designers or maintainers A
5. Lack or loss of support A-S
6. Inability to specify the purpose or usage pattern in ad-

vance
A

7. Unpredictable impact A
8. Technical or cost-effectiveness problems T

Table A4-1. Alter & Ginzberg's list of implementation risk factors.

Risk item Risk resolution strategy Coding
1.  Designer lacking

experience
1. Use prototypes (C)
2. Use evolutionary approach (C)
3. Use modular approach (C)
4. Keep the system simple (C)

T
S
T
Ta

2.  Nonexistent or
unwilling users

1. Hide complexity (C)
2. Avoid change (C)
3. Obtain user participation (I)
4. Obtain user commitment (I)
5. Obtain management support (C)
6. Sell the system (I)
7. Insist on mandatory use,
8. Permit voluntary use (C)
9. Rely on diffusion and exposure (C)

T
S
S
A
A
A
S
S
S

3.  Multiple users or
designers

1. Obtain user participation (C)
2. Obtain user commitment (C)
3. Obtain management support (C)
4. Provide training programs (C)
5. Permit voluntary use
6. Rely on diffusion and experience (C)
7. Tailor system to people's capabilities (C)

S
A
A
A
S
S
Ta

4.  Disappearing us-
ers, designers or
maintainers

1. Obtain management support (C)
2. Provide training programs (C)
3. Provide ongoing assistance (C)

A
A
A

5.  Lack or loss of
support

1. Obtain user participation (I)
2. Obtain user commitment (I)
3. Obtain management support (I)
4. Sell the system (I)
5. Permit voluntary use (C)
6. Rely on diffusion and exposure (C)

S
A
A
A
S
S

Table A4-2. Alter & Ginzberg's list of risk resolution strategies.
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Risk item Risk resolution strategy Coding
6.  Inability to specify

the purpose or
usage pattern in
advance

1. Use prototypes (C)
2. Use evolutionary approach (C)
3. Use modular approach (C)
4. Obtain user participation (I)
5. Provide training programs (C)

T
S
T
S
A

7.  Unpredictable im-
pact

1. Use prototypes (I)
2. Use evolutionary approach (I)
3. Obtain user participation (I)
4. Obtain management support (C)
5. Sell the system (C)

T
S
S
A
A

8.  Technical or cost-
effectiveness prob-
lems

1. Use prototypes (I)
2. Use evolutionary approach (I)
3. Use modular approach (C)
5. Keep the system simple (I)

T
S
T
Ta

Table A4-2. Alter & Ginzberg's list of risk resolution strategies (continued).

Appendix 5: McFarlan's Model of Managing a Portfolio
of Projects

McFarlan proposes three major risk items (dimensions influencing the in-
herent risk) related to project organization and management as shown in
table A5-1.

Name of the Risk Item Content of the Risk Item Coding
1. Project size Size in cost, time, staffing level, or

number of affected parties
Ta

2. Experience with technology Familiarity of the project team and
the IS organization with the target
technologies

A-T

3. Project Structure How well structured is the project
task

Ta

Table A5-1. MacFarlan's risk items.

McFarlan classifies general methods (risk resolution techniques) for man-
aging projects into four principal types:

External integration tools include organizational and other com-
munication devices that link the project team's work to the users
at both the managerial and the lower levels, see table A5-2a.

Internal integration devices ensure that the team operates as an
integrated unit, see table A5-2b.
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Formal planning tools help to structure the sequence of tasks in
advance and estimate the time, money, and technical resources the
team will need to execute them, see table A5-2c.

Formal control mechanisms help managers evaluate progress and
spot potential discrepancies so that corrective action can be taken,
see table A5-2d.

For each group, a number tools (risk resolution techniques) are suggested.

External integration tools Coding
1.  Selection of user as project manager
2.  Creation of user steering committee
3.  Frequency and depth of meetings of this committee
4.  User-managed change control process
5.  Frequency and detail of distribution of project team minutes to key

users
6.  Selection of users as team members
7.  Formal user specification approval process
8.  Progress reports prepared for corporate steering committee
9.  Users responsible for education and installation of system
10.  Users manage decisions on key action dates

S
S
S
S
S

S
S
S
S
S

Table A5-2a. McFarlan's risk resolution techniques for external integration
tools.

Internal integration tools Coding
1.  Selection of experienced DP professional leadership team
2.  Selection of manager to lead team
3.  Frequent team meetings
4.  Regular preparation and distribution of minutes on key design de-

cisions
5.  Regular technical status reviews
6.  Managed low turnover of team members
7.  High percentage of team members with significant previous work

relationships
8.  Participation of team members in goal setting and deadline estab-

lishment
9.  Outside technical assistance

A-S
S
S
S

S
A

A-S

S

S

Table A5-2b. McFarlan's risk resolution techniques for internal integration
tools.
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Formal planning tasks Coding
1.  PERT, critical path etc., networking
2.  Milestone phases selection
3.  Systems specification standards
4.  Feasibility study specifications
5.  Project approval process
6.  Project post audit procedures

T
S
T
T
S
T

Table A5-2c. McFarlan's risk resolution techniques for formal planning
tools.

Formal control tasks Coding
1.  Periodic formal status reports versus plan
2.  Change control disciplines
3.  Regular milestone presentation meetings
4.  Deviations from plan

T
T
S
T

Table A5-2d. McFarlan's risk resolution techniques for formal control tasks.

Appendix 6: Description of the Coding and Analysis

General Description and Motivation

Categorical analysis is the process of identifying, coding, and categorizing
primary patterns in the data. In conventional qualitative research this
means analyzing the content of observations, interviews, or some publicly
available data (such as annual reports) to identify trends and solicit major
patterns of meaning. In our case, the data set consisted of four articles de-
scribing risk management approaches. The goal for using categorical
analysis was to develop a systematic representation of the four approaches
by using Leavitt’s categories and thereby to reveal their varying foci and ra-
tionale. Our use of research (or consulting) articles as data sets is original
though not unique (see e.g. Beath et al. 1994).

Coding Rules

The coding was conducted by classifying every risk item and risk resolution
technique using Leavittian components. Before actual coding, we agreed on
a number of coding rules. Each risk item and risk resolution technique was
assigned to one Leavittian coding scheme. The coding was based on the title
of each item plus a careful reading of its content description. Sometimes
this lead to a further reading of the item description in the main body of the
text (if this was available) to further clarify its meaning. This was moti-
vated by the observation that applying the name of the risk item or the
resolution technique as a sole basis for coding information was insufficient.
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For example, McFarlan’s risk item “Project structure” is denoted in our
coding as Ta (and not S) because he defines this item as to deal with how
well structured the project task is (and not the project structure). We also
agreed initially to use relational codings such as T-A (read Technology-Ac-
tor relationship) in addition to pure component codings to characterize
those situations where the source of risk was caused by a misfit between
the components. This was motivated by Leavitt’s (1964) observation that
any organizational problem can cover one or several of the components thus
adding the need to consider mutual relationships. An example of such a
coding is McFarlan’s second risk item “Experience with the technology”
which is defined as familiarity with the target technologies. This amend-
ment was necessary as few relational codings for both risk items and risk
resolution techniques were detected during the coding. Overall, however,
the number of relational codings was surprisingly low. These were counted
as .5 while counting the frequencies of risk items in each Leavittian com-
ponent.

The concern for the validity of distinctions (like between technology
and structure) was another important concern in our effort. Because we
used Leavitt’s components as analytical devices rather than ontological
categories we did not regard distinctions to be absolute (in terms of the fo-
cus of perception). This idea is also noted by Leavitt when he writes
“Although I differentiate structural from technical from human approaches
to organizational tasks, the differentiation is in points of relative weight-
ings and underlying conceptions and values, not in the exclusion of all other
variables” (Leavitt 1964, p. 56). For our classification task the major
concern is therefore the discriminating validity of Leavitt’s constructs.

We started with the above coding rules, but were open to add or mod-
ify the coding scheme should any such need arise. In particular, we were
concerned with how environmental and cultural issues would be covered in
our coding scheme, because the omission of these components has been one
major criticism against his model. This caution was premature as we found
only two risk items (7. “shortfalls in externally furnished components” and
8. “shortfalls in externally furnished tasks” in Boehm’s risk item list) out of
24 which we could classify as environmental risks. Both of them could be
easily interpreted either as technological risks (7) or structural risks (8),
and we therefore did not add a new category “environment” to our coding.
We could observe two risk resolution techniques out of 85 that dealt with
cultural phenomena. These were Boehm’s suggestions to use “team build-
ing” and “morale building” in resolving personnel shortfalls. (Team building
is also suggested to reduce shortfalls in externally furnished tasks which
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suggests a structural reading of this technique). Because the number of
such items was so low we decided to code both of them as A-S to simplify
the coding scheme. In our understanding, this does not violate a “correct”
reading of them.

During the coding we had to deal also with possible multiple codings
of the risk items or risk resolution techniques, i.e. the possibility that the
item or the technique could cover two independent Leavittian categories
thus signaling an ambiguous definition. We could find only one such in-
stance. It dealt with Boehm’s risk resolution technique “Competitive design
or prototyping”. In further analysis this was broken into two independent
resolution techniques where the former dealt with the S component and the
latter with the T component.

One concern in the coding is also the reliability of the codings. In our
case four risk items out of 24 (16%) were originally coded differently1, but
with risk resolution techniques only one out of 82 (1 %). In all the codings
the level of consensus achieved was ca. 95% during the first round which is
a very high coding reliability. In cases where differences in coding were ob-
served the coders discussed their reasons for coding and tried to find a
common understanding of how the item should be coded. This was done by
consulting once again the original text and interpreting the context of the
term to ascribe a correct interpretation for the item. This resulted in cod-
ings on which all agreed and which are presented in appendices 2 through
6.

Analysis

The two above steps were conducted independently for all articles by the
authors. Obtained results were then compared for commonalties and dif-
ferences to yield table 1. We counted the frequencies of different types of
Leavittian categories for both risk items and risk resolution techniques.
These frequencies were then applied to determine the relative risk item and
risk resolution focus.

Notes

1. These were in Boehm’s list: shortfalls in externally performed tasks, short-falls in
externally furnished components , and straining computer-science capabilities;
and Alter & Ginzberg’s list: lack or loss of support.
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